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PART l: CERTIFICATION

I . These submissions are in a foam suitable for publication on the internet.

PART 11: REPLY

2. Met1, o4010gic@!issues -pie@ding and the leg"1011"s: The Appellants accept that proving

their loss was an "essential element" ' of their cladin. The pleaded loss, by reason of

signing the Tennination Letter on 24 Febi\Iary 2008 effective from 31 December 2007 in

reliance upon the misleading and deceptive Renewal Representation, was tliat tlie

Agi'Gement was not autoinatically renewed for two years from 30 June 2008; resulting in

the Appellants not being paid commissions on orders for polyiner notes placed between

31 December 2007 and at least 30 June 2010. '

3. The Appellants' legal burden on loss carried with it an evidential burden to prove tile

Agreeinent would have automatically renewed on I July 2008, it discharged tlie burden

by pointing to clause 3.1 of the Agreement, together with tile definition of"Expiry Date"

in Schedule 2 item I . ' Undoubtedly that very same Agreement included within it

contractual powers which, if lawfulIy exercised by the Respondent, would nave brouglit

the Agreeinent to an end either before or after that automatic renewal date. '

4. It was 00 palt of the Appellants' legal burden (cf RSt191-t23n to plead and prove a se, ies

of negatives; namely that the Respondent would not have exercised its contractual powers

to tenninate at any tnne within the period of the Appellants' asserted loss.

5. Once tlie Respondent chose to put such defences ill play, it was duty bound to specify

with precision: when it says it would nave so acted; who on its behalf would nave caused

it to so act; and why it would have so acted.

6. The Respondent's pleading correctly observed tlie legal onus upon it by identifying tile

when as "shortly after February 2008 and by no later than 30 June 2008"; the who as Mr

Brown; and why as first Dr Berry's supposed ill-healtli and second the supposed

significant dainage to Dr Berry's close working relationship with meInbers of the

Goveitrrnent of Nigeria by reason of his suit against them in the Contec arbitration. '

7. This plea in the defence was quite unlike the sumlusage plea in Heydon v Perpeti!"I

Ex^, titor^ (1930) 45 CLR 111 of gift (cfRSt211). As a positive defence necessary for the
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"avoidance" of the Appellants' claimed loss, the Respondent was required to plead and

take on the legal burden of proof of the necessary facts. '

Had the Respondent not pleaded the defence, there would have been no occasion for the

court to enquire into possible hypothetical exercises of contractual powers by the

Respondent. Once pleaded, the court's task was confined to resolving the controversy

over the possible exercises of contractual powers Qs pleaded and not at large.

Evidenti"Ib"rde, 12 Letitbe supposed that the Respondentbore only an evidentialburden

on its pleaded defiances (cf RSI24j). The Respondent correctly identifies ' that tlie

evidence advanced by the Respondentin discharge of SUG}T burden was that of Mr Brown.

As recited at FFC 11751 CAB 204 that evidence was largely consistent with the pleaded

defence, altliough somewhat straying outside it ill asserting that one of three reasons for

the exercise of contractual power (but not the "most compelling one") was tliat Dr Berry

was not travelling to Nigeria and therefore not carrying out his functions as agent.

As noted by the Full Court, the primary judge tlioroughly disbelieved Brown, '

comprehensiveIy rejecting ins evidence amidst numerous other adverse credit findings. '

Grounds 32 and 33 of the Notice of Appeal to the Full Court (CAB 145) putin issue the

correctness of F1 t3141 and t3221. The Respondent's oral submissions on the appeal are

recorded at FFC 12041-t2051 CAB 210-211. The submission recorded at PFC 12041 CAB

210 is significantly urnnoored froin the defence as pleaded and run below. it assumes the

same time f^aine for when the contractual power would nave been exercised; but o1nits

two of Brown's three supposed reasons for exercise of tile contractual power (the ill-

health lie and the inability to perfonn tile agency though inability to travel to Nigeria),

leaving only the plea that the Contec arbitration precluded performance of the agency.

Most strikingly of all, the who is not addressed in the subinission. One does not know if

Mr Brown 11as been cast loose from the hypothetical exercise of contractual power; and

if not Brown, then who within the Respondent?

As the submission ran (and the FFC later seeins to nave found ''), the 11ypothetical

exercise of power was something hypotheticalIy done by the ainoiphous agglomerate

"Securency", The basis from which an inference was sought to be drawn that unidentified

person(s) within the agglomerate were minded to get rid of the Appellants by 30 June
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2008, was the two facts drawn from the actual world - the Respondent's "attempts" to

terniinate the Agency and its appointment of other agents.

As to these two facts from the actual world, both were bound up with tlie wrong

perpetrated upon the Appellants: (a) "its attempts" is a reference to Mr Chapman

fraudulently deceiving Dr Berry on 24 February 2008 and in doing so spinning the "ill-

health" lie to Ins superior Mr Ellery; and (b) the "appointment of other agents" Inust

encompass the findings that the central reason that Chapinan drove the removal of the

Appellants was to make way for the agent SPT, an entity in which he had an interest and

tlrrough which funds were channelled to pay bribes; while at the salne time deceiving Dr

Berry into believing that he was still an agent so as not to alienate him or the Govenior. ' '

The F1,11 Cow, ,t's rehem"ingf, ,"ctio, ,: Against that background, the Respondent urges

this Court to show "appellate restraint in reversing evaluativejudginents" conceniing an

"hypothetical scenario" involving a "large body of evidence" (RSI521). However the real

focus should be: by what legal principle, and with what approaclT to onus, evidence and

its reheating function, did the Full Court consider itself entitled to interfere with the

inctual conclusions of the priinaryjudge, when it (correctly) was not prepared to overturn

his credit findings against Brown as tlie witness put up by the Respondent to support its

pleaded defence: FFC 12301 CAB 216?

This appeal can be allowed on the short basis tliat, once Brown's evidence was rejected

in both courts below, then wherever the legal or evidential burden lay on tlie pleaded

hypothetical, the evidence "by 110 liteons Gsmb/I^he of WITh qny reasonable degree qf

proci'31bn"" that the nature and extent of the Appellants' loss of commission would nave

ended at any time before the 2010 Policy Decision took effect,

Pitcher PCI, tilers: If this Court needs to go further, the signficance of Pi'reher Partners

(consistently with the cases from the NSWCA cited at RSI271-t281) is this: on any view

of the evidence and of onus, large doubts were left on whether, or why, the Respondent

would have exercised a contractual power to end the Agency by 30 June: (a) the witness

put forward to prove the case (Brown) was disbelieved; (b) the person who in the actual

world recommended the teamination (Chapinan) was found to be thoroughly discreditable

in his dealings with the Appellants and in his evidence to the Court"; and the actual
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18.

decision makers (Mr Ellery and Mr Curtis") did not give evidence,

RSt561 asserts "contemporaneous documents" proving that Securency wanted to

tentiinate. Those documents cannot be separated from the effect of the ill-health lie. No

contemporaneous document supports any asserted 11npediment to Dr Berry continuing his

work (Pi 12721 CAB 87) less still a desire to tenninate independent of the ill health lie.

No docuinent proved, nor did any witness from the Respondent testify to, tile 11ypothetical

that the FFC ultimately found - that the Respondent would not have exercised the

contractual power for 8 weeks after the date of the wrong but would have done so 5 weeks

later, " The evidentiary gap was of the Respondent's making. its unlawful terinination

cast tile matter into the realm of the hypothetical.

In Piicher Partners it was a third party whose hypothetical actions were relevant to an

hypothetical pleaded by the OPPficQnt. The "robust approacl}" to fact finding against a

wrongdoer whose actions hadinade proof difficult saw the applicant's hypothetical Inade

out. Here the case for the "robust approach" is even stronger, The critical fact is what the

wrongdoer would nave done but for the wrong, on a defence pleaded by the wrongdoer.

The persons who were best placed to testify to that matter were its officers or fonner

officers, all of whom either were disbelieved or did not attend.

The Respondent is left only with a speculative and contest able assertion: "... with the

passage of time, there ceases to be a neoessqiy contrQdiction " between the Respondent s

conduct andits contention that it would haveissued a notice of termination (RSI611-1621).

One asks: why is that so? Witl\ what passage oftiine? Why does an extra five weeks make

the difference? How could the court find tliat tlie risks of alienating the Appellants (and

thereby tile Govenior) that in February were so feared that Chapinan resorted to fraud on

t}Ie Appellants would by now have become acceptable to run? And how could the court

find with any degree of certainty the tenns of the hypothetical recoinmendation by

Chapman to Brown and on to Ellery and Curtis? Are we to assuine Chapmaii told tlie

salne lie to his superiors, or different lies, or tliat he confessed that his true reason for his

recommendation was his corrupt motivation that existed in the actual world (cf RSI681)?

it is difficult to think of a Inore appropriate case in which to say: your fraudulent conduct
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created these doubts; your witnesses exacerbated them rather than resolved them; and the

law will not reward your fraud by a generous approach to the evidence.

Notice of Cointe"nom Grow"dl: Ground 12 of the Notice of Appeal was dealt with and

rejected by the FFC" (cf RS[76]). There is no basis for this Court to disturb concurrent

findings of fact. The attempt to find contradiction in the primary judge's findings

(RSI771-t781) fails, it does not grapple with the primary judge's findings on the topic,

including that Brown and the Governor were perfectly comfortable with Dr Berry

pertbrrning the Agency Agreement during the November 2007 meeting in London,

notwithstanding their knowledge of the arbitration, which meeting was instrumental in

achieving the substantial 23 January 2008 order. " The attempt to resuscitate parts of the

evidence of Chapman and Brown (RS[791-[81]) cannot havelife in the absence of a full-

blooded attempt to challenge the wholesale credit findings against each of them.

Notice of Cointe"tic" Grow"d 2: This gi. ound does not advance the Respondent's case,

Each of facts (a)-(d), to the extent they are accurately stated, were in existence as of 24

February 2008. None were sufficient to cause the Respondent to exercise a contractual

power at that date, nor any time up to 22 April2008. '' it is bare speculation that they

would have produced a diff;srent outcome 5 weeks later. Specifically, in 2(c)-(d), the

Respondent appears to seek a finding that a desire to appoint JHM sustains its case, That

igr!ores: (i) the fact that the critical recommendation was founded on the ill-health lie; (ii)

the recommended (and actual) appointment was for bo!h SPT and JHM, not simply IHM;

and (iii) the concurrent findings that it was Chapman's corrupt desire to appoint SPT

which drove his recommendations at the time. " The "preparedness" to terniinate was

premised on Chapman's ill-health lie. Brown did not make inquiries in Nigeria of any

effect of the arbitration on Dr Berry's business interests and did not recall discussing the

topic with the decision-maker, Ellery, " The uncertainty as to what Ellery and Curtis

iniglit have done must be resolved against the Respondent.
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